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Instructor Feedback (Shuvo Das Gupta)

The instructor was knowledgeable in the subject matter.
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The instructor was helpful.
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Most entertaining IAP so far for me! really helps my research

Shuvo was an incredible instructor! Several of us talked afterwards about how his session was really picture-perfect (and was the favorite session for many of us): it was just the right amount of material, ideal depth and pacing, with very engaging and well-thought-out examples. Truly a pleasure to learn from Shuvo, as he is clearly an expert in what he lectured on.

It was a great class with useful content and the instructor was clearly very knowledgable in the subject.

Thanks for the informative session!!

Really good
I think the instructor is great

None

Shuvo did a great job

Amazing instructor, really. Best presentation so far.

Very clear and good to understand

Instructors are sometimes asked for excerpts of student evaluations as part of job and fellowship applications. If you would like to highlight anything your instructor did particularly well, please do so here.
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- I really appreciated the breaks we had. The instructor was really knowledgeable and willing to help. I particularly liked the deep-dive into the specifics of Gurobi, which I feel is very useful to understand the output of its optimization. I also really liked how calm and composed he was during the whole session! Thank you!

- Shuvo is an ideal instructor in so many ways: his lecture was well-paced, thoughtful and engaging, and covered a lot of material without feeling overwhelming at all. He's the kind of instructor that really has a knack for making hard things simple—his lecture was truly enlightening and helped me personally connect the dots between SDO and LP in a way that I hadn't fully grasped even after multiple graduate-level courses on the topic. The true testament to his teaching prowess was the fact that after the session I immediately went to look up his other materials on his personal website because I wanted to learn more from him! The assignment he crafted for his session was, hands-down (agreed upon by several of my classmates and I), the most engaging and fun assignment, with the highest learning to work ratio—we all had such a sense of accomplishment upon completing his assignment, read a really cool paper/learned a technique to apply to other SDO problems, and implemented in Julia, all in the span of < 1 hour. This was such a well-designed assignment and showed how much thought and background work went into crafting it—which is all credit/kudos to Shuvo! Truly a pleasure to have had the opportunity to learn from Shuvo!

- Great technical aptitude!

- I have very rarely seen such a great presentation. Shuvo clearly prepared his session with an amazing amount of time, knowledge and passion. Very engaging examples, clear and to the point explanations of the different formulations. Very useful for practical work as well, thank you Shuvo for sharing great tips on how to start an optimization project. You really are an expert, I've worked a bit on the subject but even so I learnt so much!